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Solution uses combination of Anoto digital pens and BlackBerry smartphones to save time and money

London, UK, 17th September – Anoto, creator of digital pen (http://www.anoto.com/) and paper
technologies and DevelopIQ, the mobile data capture specialist (http://www.developiq.com/), today
announced that the Gwent Frailty Project (http://www.gwentfrailty.torfaen.gov.uk/) has won the Mobile
Project of the Year award at the prestigious TechWorld Awards (http://awards.techworld.com/). The Gwent
Frailty Project uses DevelopIQ’s PaperIQ technology, which is based on Anoto’s digital pen
technologies and combines the use of BlackBerry smartphones. The Gwent Frailty Programme is ran by the
Aneurin Bevan Health Board (ABHB) and has the potential to save over £600,000 per annum
(http://www.sourcewire.com/news/72162/aneurin-bevan-health-board-saves-600-000-with-digital-pen-and-paper?hilite=ABHB)

Prior to the PaperIQ system, community carers would use paper forms for recording patient information,
paper diaries to manage appointments and mobile phones for communicating when out in the community. The
system deployed by DevelopIQ provides the ABHB and the community carers with a mobile data capture system
that saves the carers around ten minutes per patient visit as well as significant reductions in travel
costs as carers do not need to return to the office in between visits. The information is recorded into
an electronic format on the Anoto digital pen and transmitted via a BlackBerry smartphone.
“The solution has been hugely popular among the carers within ABHB as they can record vital patient
information and transmit it securely to the office,” says Robert Bakewell, CEO at DevelopIQ. “The
PaperIQ solution is deployed across a number of healthcare organisations and has delivered significant
benefits across the board and we are delighted to have been recognised by the judging panel at the
TechWorld Awards for the second year running.”
The solution at the Gwent Frailty Project was also recognised as the runner-up in the high profile
BlackBerry Global Wireless Achievement Awards (http://www.blackberryworld.com/special-programs/waa) in
May. Last year, DevelopIQ won at the TechWorld Awards with its Mobile Project within the Portsmouth NHS
Trusts’ Maternity ward (http://www.developiq.com/freeingtimetocare/), where the solution has saved
£220,000 per year.
About Develop IQ:
Founded in 2005, DevelopIQ Limited is an Elite Member of the BlackBerry Alliance Program focused on
developing enterprise and consumer mobile applications for BlackBerry smartphones and BlackBerry
PlayBook. The company also provides application development services on other mobile platforms, including
Android and Apple’s iOS. The award-winning PaperIQ data capture solution developed by the business is
acknowledged as a leading digital pen solution for the BlackBerry platform. The business has a strong
track record in the NHS as wellas other public sector environments and has successfully delivered the
largest digital pen deployment to date in the UK, which was to 4,000 users in the police service.
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DevelopIQ is now listed in the UK’s National Purchasing Framework for digital pens operated by Solent
Supplies which enables public sector organisations to purchase Anoto technology without a lengthy and
costly public tender.
To find out more visit www.developiq.com
About Anoto Group
Anoto Group is the company behind and world leading in the unique technology for digital pen and paper,
which enables fast and reliable transmission of handwritten text into a digital format. Anoto operates
through a global partner network that focuses on user-friendly solutions for efficient capture,
transmission and storage of data within different business segments, e.g. healthcare, bank and finance,
transport and logistics and education. The Anoto Group has around 100 employees and is headquartered in
Lund (Sweden). The company also has offices in Guildford and Wetherby (UK), Boston (US) and Tokyo
(Japan). The Anoto share is traded on the Small Cap list of NASDAQ OMX Stockholm under the ticker ANOT.
For more information: www.anoto.com.
For more information contact:
Janne Virtanen
Davies Murphy Group
anoto@daviesmurphy.com
01256 807 360
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